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Abstract: In this paper, a numerical model allows to analyze the photovoltaic parameters according
to the electronic properties of InxGa1−xN/GaN MQW solar cells under the effect of temperature, the
number of quantum wells and indium composition. The numerical investigation starts from the
evaluation through the finite difference (FDM) simulation of the self-consistent method coupled with
the photovoltaic parameters taking into account the effects of the spontaneous and piezoelectric
polarization. The results found were consistent with the literature. As expected, the temperature
had a negative impact on the performance of InGaN/GaN MQW solar cells. However, increasing the
number of quantum wells improves cell performance. This positive impact further improves with
the increase in the indium rate. The obtained results were 28 mA/cm2 for the short-circuit current
density, 1.43 V for the open-circuit voltage, and the obtained conversion efficiency was 31% for a
model structure based on 50-period InGaN/GaN-MQW-SC under 1-sun AM1.5G.
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1. Introduction

The excellent material properties make III-V semiconductors attractive for applications in
optoelectronics [1] and advantageous for the manufacture of solar cells at high performance. InGaN
alloys have many promising characteristics for photovoltaic applications, such as tunable direct band
gap ranging from the visible to ultraviolet spectrum, and the large absorption coefficient [2]. In addition,
InGaN alloys have the advantages of high carrier mobility, high absorption coefficient and excellent
thermal/radiation resistance. These characteristics contribute to the achievement of highly efficient
solar cells for potential use at elevated temperatures [3,4]. The insertion of quantum wells into the
intrinsic region of a p-i-n solar cell improves the energy efficiency of the solar cell [5,6]. Thanks to the
high efficiency of their solar cells, InGaN/GaN multiple quantum well (MQW) heterostructures have
been extensively studied, through the variation of different parameters.

Temperature is one of the most important factors when using solar cells. In fact, when the light
intensity rises, it will cause an increase in the heat generated by the poor conversion of the photons
into electricity in the intrinsic region, which is accompanied by a reduction in the efficiency of the cell.
It is, thus, important to understand the thermal stress properties of InGaN QW solar cells [7]. Few
in-depth studies underlined the interest of the thermal properties of the InGaN-MQW solar cell [8].
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Their results show that the increase in temperature decreases the efficiency η and the open circuit
potential Voc. On the contrary, the short circuit current density Jsc increases. The dependence of solar
cells parameters on temperature with different structure types, such as p-MQW-n and p-i-n solar cells,
were investigated theoretically by Asghari et al. [9] A maximum quantum efficiency around 35% was
obtained under 1-sun AM1.5G condition at room temperature. They concluded, that the efficiency of
MQW solar cell is much higher than that of the reference p-i-n cells at high temperature. Jeng et al. [10]
studied the impact of the performance InGaN-MQW solar cells on temperature, ranging from 25 ◦C to
340 ◦C.

Several parameters can improve the photovoltaic conversion of InGaN-MQW solar cells. With
regard to the type of active region, numerous groups have dedicated their research to optimizing the
photovoltaic characteristics of the InGaN/GaN MQW solar cell (SC) by varying the thickness of the
quantum well [11], the thickness of the barrier [12,13], the indium content of the wells [14], and the
number of QWs [15,16]. Wierer et al. [13] studied the structure of InGaN/GaN MQW SC containing
15 QWs, 2.7 nm-thick In0.21Ga0.79N wells and three barriers of different GaN thicknesses of 3.0 nm,
6.3 nm and 10.0 nm. Mukhtarova et al. [17] investigated the effect of the active region thickness of
In0.1Ga 0.9N/GaN MQW SC. They have noted that the increase of the number of quantum wells from 5
to 40 improves the short-circuit current and the open-circuit voltage. Consequently, the photovoltaic
efficiency has increased from 0.09% to 0.85%. However, beyond this number of wells, the efficiency of
the device begins to drops. Deng et al. [18] have shown that increasing the quantum well thickness
and the number of wells can improve cell efficiency. The optimal indium composition of the quantum
well was 0.6. In this context, Belghouthi et al. [19] also reported that the maximum efficiency reaches
19% for 30-MQW In0.6Ga0.4N/GaN SC of N-face configuration. They have concluded that the fact of
taking into consideration the polarization effect is a good choice to improve cell performance.

A better understanding of the electronic, optical and thermal properties of InGaN/GaN
heterostructures is necessary and has a significant impact on the physical and electrical performance of
electronic components, circuits, and systems [20–22]. Generally, theoretical modeling and numerical
simulation studies have been widely used in the photovoltaic field in order to determine the most
important parameters for solar cell operation and to minimize losses and to optimize the physical and
geometrical parameters in order to get maximum efficiency. In fact, these studies were based on two
different approaches: On the one hand, several studies have examined the electrical parameters of the
solar cell without taking into account the impact of the electronic properties of the materials [9,10,18,19].
On the other hand, other works [23,24] have been established on analytical models to take into account
some electronic properties. Despite this, their analytical models have weaknesses in such a way that
they have not coupled all the electronic properties with the parameters of the solar cell.

The objective of this work is to investigate the impact of the temperature, indium fraction and
quantum well number effects on the electronic properties and electrical parameters in InGaN/GaN
MQWs solar cells with N-face polarity. For this purpose, the numerical modeling developed was
carried out by solving the one-dimensional self-consistent Schrödinger–Poisson equations considering
the thermal effects and including the polarization induced charges. The consequences of this model are
highlighted by the temperature dependency of effective mass, dielectric constant and the conduction
band offset. This paper starts with a short Introduction. Then, Section 2 presents the investigated
structure and the basic equations. In Section 3, we discuss the results obtained in the context of this
numerical model against that reported in the literature. The final Section 4 is a conclusion.

2. Governing Equations and Numerical Method

2.1. Description of the Structure

Our reference structure is a p-GaN-InxGa1−xN (MQW)-nGaN solar cell. The device structure is
shown in Figure 1. This solar cell is characterized by a n-GaN type layer with a thickness of 250 nm
and a p-GaN layer with a thickness of 200 nm.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic section of the device structure model. (b) the cross section of the spontaneous 
and piezoelectric polarization charge distribution of the InGaN/GaN structure in N-face polarity. 

In order to validate the results, we compared this structure against that of Deng et al. [18]. We 
chose the number of quantum wells ranging from 10 to 50-periods of InGaN-QW and GaN-QB 
barriers. The thickness of each QW is 4 nm and the thickness of the GaN-QB barrier is 10 nm. The 
doping concentrations in the p-type and n-type regions are, respectively, NA = 2 × 1017 cm−3 and ND = 
2 × 1018 cm−3. The cell is illuminated by a polychromatic light under AM1.5 conditions. It should be 
mentioned that no external potential is applied to solar cells. The spontaneous and piezoelectric 
polarization vectors in the interface InGaN/GaN heterostructure in polarity N-Face are shown in 
Figure 1b. The InGaN layer is therefore under tensile strain. This is due to fact that the lattice 
parameters of the InGaN layer are lower than those of the GaN layer. In consequence, a density of 
positive charges and a strain induced polarization electric field at the InGaN/GaN interface is 
obtained. This positive charge is compensated by the presence of electrons at the interface forming a 
gas confined to this interface which is called two-dimensional electron gas (or 2DEG) [19].  
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic section of the device structure model. (b) the cross section of the spontaneous
and piezoelectric polarization charge distribution of the InGaN/GaN structure in N-face polarity.

In order to validate the results, we compared this structure against that of Deng et al. [18].
We chose the number of quantum wells ranging from 10 to 50-periods of InGaN-QW and GaN-QB
barriers. The thickness of each QW is 4 nm and the thickness of the GaN-QB barrier is 10 nm.
The doping concentrations in the p-type and n-type regions are, respectively, NA = 2 × 1017 cm−3

and ND = 2 × 1018 cm−3. The cell is illuminated by a polychromatic light under AM1.5 conditions.
It should be mentioned that no external potential is applied to solar cells. The spontaneous and
piezoelectric polarization vectors in the interface InGaN/GaN heterostructure in polarity N-Face are
shown in Figure 1b. The InGaN layer is therefore under tensile strain. This is due to fact that the lattice
parameters of the InGaN layer are lower than those of the GaN layer. In consequence, a density of
positive charges and a strain induced polarization electric field at the InGaN/GaN interface is obtained.
This positive charge is compensated by the presence of electrons at the interface forming a gas confined
to this interface which is called two-dimensional electron gas (or 2DEG) [19].

2.2. Electrical Parameters of the InGaN/GaN MQW-SC

The relationship between current density J and voltage V for a MQW solar cell is presented
by [25]:

J(V) = JQW0[1 + rRβ]

[
exp

(
qV
kBT

)
− 1

]
− Jph (1)

where JQW0 is the saturation current density, Jph is the photocurrent density, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, q is the elementary charge, T is the temperature, rR is the radiative enhancement rate and β is
the ratio of the current required to feed radiative recombination in the intrinsic region at equilibrium to
the usual reverse drift current resulting from minority carrier extraction [25]. The term rRβ accounts for
the radiative recombination within the intrinsic region which has been developed by Anderson [25].
Only radiative recombination is considered in this study [19].

The definition of the quantities involved in the above equation will be presented below. The
saturation current density JQW0 is given by [24]:

JQW0 =
qDn

Ln
np0 +

qDp

Lp
pn0 (2)

np0 and pn0 are the thermal equilibrium electron and holes concentration in n-type and p-type
semiconductor respectively.

We have np0 � pn0 which means that the thermal equilibrium electron concentration in the p-type
semiconductor dominates the current characteristics. The second term in Equation (2) is neglected.
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The temperature dependence of the carrier diffusion coefficients of electron can be calculated by:

Dn(T) =
kTµe(T)

e

τn is the lifetime of electron. In this simulation the lifetime of the carriers for InxGa1−xN is equal
to τn = 6.5 ns [10]. Ln is the diffusion length for electron. It is expressed by: Ln = (Dn × τn)

0.5.
In our simulation, the value of Ln for In0.2Ga0.8N decreases from 5.4 µm to 4.22 µm with increasing
temperature from 300 to 600 K.

µe(T) is the electron mobility. Its expression is available in [26].
The thermal equilibrium electron concentration in n-type semiconductor reads:

np0 = niexp
(Ei − EF

kBT

)
(3)

ni is the intrinsic carrier density, Ei is the intrinsic energy, EF is the Fermi energy. The approach adopted
to compute this quantity will be explained hereafter.

The radiative enhancement rate rR represents the fractional increase in recombination in the
i-MQW region, and it can be expressed by Anderson [25]:

rR = 1 + fW

γBγ
2
DoSexp

EGaN
g (T) − EInGaN

g (T, x)

kBT

− 1

 (4)

where fW = 0.5 denotes the occupation in the i-InGaN MQW region, γB = 10 the oscillator
enhancement factor and γDoS the density-of-states enhancement factor.

The ratio of current β is related to the i-MQW active region. It is given by:

β =
qW BB n2

i
JQW0

with W = NW(LW + Lb), W is the width of the i-MQW region. Lb is the width of a quantum barrier, LW

is the width of a QW and NW is the number of QWs. BB = 10−10 cm3s−1 represents the recombination
coefficient and ni is the intrinsic carrier density in the i-MQW region.

ni = gBexp
( EB

nkBT

)
(5)

where gB = 2
h3

(mhme
m0

)3/4
(2πm0kBT)3/2 and n is the ideality factor. It is equal to 2 [10]. EB represents

the barrier height at the InGaN/GaN interface, m0 is the free mass of the electron, mh is the electron
effective mass and me is the hole effective mass [27].

The photocurrent density generated by incident photons is expressed by:

Jph = qφA(T, x) (6)

According to Deng et al. [18], the flux of photons absorbed by the MQW-region is given by:

φA(T, x) = NW

∑
n

Nph(λn)exp[αW(λn, T, x)LW ]∆λn (7)

Nph(λn) is a quantity associated to the solar spectrum, λn is the photon wavelength and ∆λn is the
linewidth. Deng et al. [18] suggest calculating the absorption coefficient αW(λn) as follows:

αW(λn, T, x) = 2.2× 105

√
hc
λn
− EInGaN

g (T, x) (8)
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where h is the Planck constant.
The open circuit voltage is obtained by setting J = 0. Its expression reads:

Voc =
kBT

q

{
Ln

( Jph + JQW0(1 + rRβ)

JQW0(1 + rRβ)

)}
(9)

The photovoltaic cell efficiency η is expressed as follows:

η =
Pmax

Pin
=

VocFFJph

Pin
(10)

where Pmax is maximal output power, Pin = 1000 W.m−2 is the incident power under AM1.5G
conditions and FF is the fill factor. To compute the electrical parameters of the InGaN/GaN MQW-SC,
it is necessary to provide the Fermi energy EF, the temperature T and the indium content x.

The next paragraph will explain how to calculate the Fermi energy using a self-consistent model
based on the coupled Schrodinger and Poisson equations.

In the matter of the temperature, many approaches are traditionally adopted to investigate the
thermal effects on optoelectronic and microelectronic devices. The first approach consists to regard
the temperature as an external parameter. The evolution of the physical parameters such as the band
gap energy or the dielectric permittivity versus the temperature is expressed using empirical relations.
This way of seeing the effect of the temperature has the advantage of being simple to handle. However,
it assumes implicitly that the device operates at isothermal conditions. This may requires a cooling or
air-conditioning system.

The second approach considers the temperature as a quantity that is affected by the device
operating characteristics and inversely it has an influence on the behavior of the device. This two-way
relationship requires to solve the heat equation simultaneously with the other balance equations.
The coupling and mutual effects are performed via the source term due to the Joule effect in the heat
equation and conversely via the variation of the physical quantities upon the temperature. The second
approach has been adopted by the authors to investigate heat transfer in MOSFET [28–30]. It has also
been used to investigate an InGaN heterostructures [31].

In the present paper, the first approach will be followed and the investigated solar cell will be
assumed to operate at a constant temperature T.

2.3. Poisson-Schrodinger Equations:

In the framework of effective mass theory, the subband structure of the InGaN/GaN heterostructure
is investigated by solving simultaneously the Schrödinger and Poisson equations [31]:

−
h̄2

2
d
dz

(
1

m∗(z)
dψν,kz(z)

dz

)
+ Ec(z)ψν,kz(z) = Evψν,kz(z) (11)

ε0
d
dz

(
εr(T, x)

d(VH + VP(x))
dz

)
= e2

(
σs

e
δ(z− z0) + ND − n(z)

)
(12)

∑
v

nv(T) −N2D
D

1− 1

1 + 1
2 exp

(ED−EF
KBT

) − σs

e
= 0 (13)

where m∗ and εr are respectively the effective mass and the relative dielectric constant. Ec is the total
potential energy. The details of this model are well presented in the reference [31].

The interfacial density of total spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization charges at the
InGaN/GaN can be written as:

σs = Psp(InGaN) + Ppz(InGaN) − Psp(GaN) (14)
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For InGaN, the spontaneous and piezoelectric polarizations are expressed by [19]

Psp(InGaN) = 0.003x + 0.029 C/m2 (15)

Ppz(InGaN) = −0.179x C/m2 (16)

The spontaneous polarization for GaN is equal Psp(GaN) = −0.029 C/m2.

2.4. Numerical Method

The discretization of Schrodinger and Poisson equations has been performed using finite difference

method. A centered second order scheme is used. Therefore, a continuous term such as d
dz

(
f dψ

dz

)
is

discretized according to:

d
dz

(
f

dψ
dz

)
=

fi+1+ fi
2

ψi+1−ψi
∆z −

fi+ fi−1
2

ψi−ψi−1
∆z

∆z

The Schrodinger equation becomes: Hψi = Eψi. The non-zero elements of the matrix H are:

H(i, j) =


−

h̄2

2m0∆z2
1
2

(
1

m∗(i) +
1

m∗(i−1)

)
i f j = i− 1

h̄2

2m0∆z2

(
1
2

(
1

m∗(i) +
1

m∗(i−1)

)
+ 1

2

(
1

m∗(i) +
1

m∗(i+1)

))
+ Ec(i) i f j = i

−
h̄2

2m0∆z2
1
2

(
1

m∗(i) +
1

m∗(i+1)

)
i f j = i + 1

(17)

It is straightforward to obtain the matrix system related to the Poisson equation.
The above eigenvalues system and linear system are coupled and should be solved using an

iterative method. The convergence is obtained when the difference on the Fermi level associated to
two consecutive iterations is smaller than 10−4 eV. The numerical code has been validated in previous
works [31].

2.5. Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions related to Schrodinger equation are:

ψν,kz(z = 0) = ψν,kz(z = L) = 0 (18)

where L is the total height of the structure.
The boundary conditions related to Poisson equation are:

d(VH + VP)

dz

∣∣∣∣∣∣
z = 0

=
d(VH + VP)

dz

∣∣∣∣∣∣
z = L

= 0 (19)

3. Results and Discussion

The previous model is elaborated to investigate numerically the electronic and the electrical
parameters of an InxGa1−xN/GaN MQW. The electronic results deal mainly with:

- The longitudinal profile of the conduction band energy along the growth direction z for the two
values of the number of QWs and several values of the temperature;

- The evolution of the conduction band offset ∆Ec versus the temperature for several values of the
indium content;

- The variation of the Fermi energy and the 2DEG distribution at the interface versus the temperature,
the indium content and the number of QWs;

In the matter of the electrical results, they concern mainly:
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- The variation of the efficiency and short-circuit current density versus the number of QWs, the
temperature, and In-content;

- The dependence of the open circuit voltage versus the temperature.

Figure 2a,b depicts the band diagram of the conduction band as a function of the growth direction
z. In fact, the conduction band energy and the Fermi level were calculated by the self-consistent model,
for two temperature values, of the 10 and 20-periods-In0.2Ga0.8N/GaN-MQW. A similar structure
was made in [32]. Under this specific situation with polarization, the degree of the band diagram
of tilting becomes higher and the quantum wells have a triangular shape of the situation without
polarization [23,33].
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Figure 2. Conduction band energy along the growth direction z for the two heterostructures 10-
periods (a), and 20-periods-In0.2Ga0.8N/GaN-MQW (b), with respect to temperature. 

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of conduction band offset ΔEc for the 
InxGa1−xN//GaN heterostructures for two indium fractions. The conduction band offset was evaluated 
as ∆𝐸  =  0.7(𝐸 (𝑇, 𝑥) − 𝐸 (𝑇, 𝑥)) . It is clear that increasing the temperature caused a 
degradation of the ΔEc between the two InGaN and GaN materials. On the one hand, by increasing 
the indium rate from 20% to 60%, the ΔEc increased from 0.532 to 1.358 eV at room temperature [35]. 

Figure 2. Conduction band energy along the growth direction z for the two heterostructures 10-periods
(a), and 20-periods-In0.2Ga0.8N/GaN-MQW (b), with respect to temperature.
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We observed a variation of the conduction band by changing the temperature ranging from 300 to
600 K. This shift is caused by the reduction of the band gap at high temperatures. Furthermore, in our
model, we also considered the variation of the effective mass and the dielectric constant of temperature
which also influence the band structures Equations (12) and (15). Thus, we notice both the strong
influence of the temperature of the energy of the conduction band and the Fermi energy. Hence, the
device performance could be affected [34].

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of conduction band offset ∆Ec for the InxGa1−xN//GaN
heterostructures for two indium fractions. The conduction band offset was evaluated as ∆Ec =

0.7
(
EgInGaN(T, x) − EgGaN(T, x)

)
. It is clear that increasing the temperature caused a degradation of the

∆Ec between the two InGaN and GaN materials. On the one hand, by increasing the indium rate from
20% to 60%, the ∆Ec increased from 0.532 to 1.358 eV at room temperature [35]. The increase in indium
content improves carrier transport between the InGaN/GaN interfaces because the conduction band
offset at the interfaces becomes larger [31]. We notice from Figure 4a that the Fermi energy increases
within a temperature range from 300 to 600 K. On the other hand, the Fermi energy decreases due to
the increase in the indium rate and the number of wells. The two processes which are responsible for
the increase of Fermi energy as a function of temperature are the rise of the residual ionized donors
and the electron traps.

In InGaN/GaN heterostructures, the presence of piezoelectric and spontaneous polarization
allows 2D electron gas density to be narrowed at the QWs region [23]. Additionally, InxGa1−xN//GaN
heterostructures have a larger conduction band offset, which collectively adds to the formation of
high 2DEG density. The 2DEG sheet density in undoped InxGa1−xN/GaN can be calculated by [31].
The change of the conduction band under the influence of temperature, indium fraction and the
number of wells will cause a variation of the Fermi level and consequently a modification of 2DEG
characteristics [36]. The temperature probably affects the 2D electron gas density confined in the
quantum wells, Figure 4b. In fact, in the case of 60% indium fraction, 10-QW solar cell heterostructures,
and within the temperatures ranging from 300 to 600 K, the 2DEG density decreased from 2.191014

to 1.321014 cm−2. The decrease in 2DEG density is caused by the narrowing of the conduction band
offset at the InGaN/GaN interface as the temperature is increased [37]. On the contrary, for the value of
indium rate x = 20% and 60%, the increase the number of wells tends to improve the two-dimensional
electron gas density located at the hetero-interface. It should be noted that the increase in the number
of periods leads to a rise of 2DEG density which is due to the enhancement of the carrier generation
mechanism in the active region MQW, and the corresponding carrier confinement characteristics can
also be improved [20]. These data indicate that the mechanism is strongly temperature-dependent.
Consequently, this structure will be insensitive to variations in temperature, which eliminates the
thermal drifts of devices based on InGaN/GaN heterostructures. Increasing In-rate and the QW
number improves the recombination mechanism and electrical parameters of the solar cell. The 2DEG
could also influence the Fermi energy. This behavior was investigated by Gazzah et al. [31] by a
numerical model that combines the heat transfer equation and electronic properties of InxGa1−xN/GaN
heterostructures. They showed that the increase of the indium fraction improves the electronic
properties and, consequently, an increase in heat dissipation. The novelty of this numerical model lies
in taking account of the influence of Fermi level energy on the electrical parameters of the solar cell.
However, according to Equation (2), these parameters also affect the electrical characteristics of the
InxGa1−xN-MQW solar cell.
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The increase in temperature disrupts the characteristics of InGaN/GaN-MQW solar cells and their
crystalline quality. Furthermore, when the temperature was increased, the Jsc increased slightly because
of the reduction of the band gap and, consequently, a degradation of the open circuit voltage [9]. This
phenomenon is due mainly to the limitation of the recombination mechanism at high temperature. This
may result in a small collection of carriers due to reduced band offset at the interface of the well/barrier
material. However, when the indium rate in the well material InxGa1−xN is increased, the cell has to
absorb more light and the absorption spectrum shifted towards longer wavelengths [19]. It is clear that
the electronic properties are enhanced by increasing the indium fraction and the number of quantum
wells for high-temperature conditions. These parameters also affect the electrical characteristics of the
InxGa1−xN-MQW solar cell. In order to validate our results at room temperature, we fixed the indium
fraction x = 0.6, this choice was justified by Deng et al. [18]. Who found for a solar cell InxGa1−xN
/MQW, by varying the number of wells ranging from 10 to 50, that the maximum optimal efficiency
is for a fraction of indium x = 0.6. However, these authors did not consider the impact of charge
polarization on the electrical parameters of the cell [18]. One can say that taking account this effect in
our model is beneficial for the performance of the cell.

Figure 5 depicts the evolution of the efficiency η and the current density Jsc as a function of the
number of the wells and for T = 300 K and T = 600 K. On the one hand, the increase in Jsc is due mainly
to the narrowing of the band gap resulting from the doubling the temperature. In this case, more
carriers are generated in the region of QWs, and the flow of these carriers is reinforced by the thermal
contribution [10]. On the other hand, the efficiency η is degraded when raising the temperature. For an
ambient temperature, our results are in good agreement with [18] for an In0.6Ga0.4N/GaN MQW-based
solar cell with a 10 nm barrier thickness and a 4-nm well thickness. These authors also indicate that for
this structure, the maximum efficiency is reached for an indium optimal fraction of 60% and for 50 QWs.
In this situation, we found a better efficiency equal to 31%. In another numerical study conducted
by Belghouthi et al. [19], the authors found an efficiency of 19% of 30 periods-In0.6Ga0.4N/GaN SC.
The present results lead to an almost equal value of the efficiency. It is clear that the increase in the
number of wells in high-In-content materials tends to improve the efficiency η and the Jsc [16,17].
In fact, increasing the number of wells and indium fraction for high temperatures tends to increase the
confinement of the 2DEG gas density at quantum wells, which will improve the recombination process
and therefore the cell’s performance.

The degradation of the electronic properties at high temperature is mainly caused by the thermal
generation of carriers in the InGaN-MQW region. These thermal photo-generated carriers will increase
the leakage current, which is proportional to the saturation current JQW0 [2,38]. In fact, the increase in
temperature will decrease the probability of recombination of the photo-generated carriers; this effect
will cause a limitation of the performance of the InGaN/GaN solar cell. To enhance the recombination of
photogenerated carriers in MQW, and consequently, to improve the solar cell performance, increasing
the indium fraction and the number of wells is a good solution [39].

In Figure 6 we plot the Voc as a function of the temperature of the solar cell In0.6Ga0.4N/GaN.
The Voc is observed to deteriorate as the temperature is increased. The reduction of Voc is attributed
to the limitation of the recombination mechanism in high temperatures [9,10]. It worth mentioning
that increasing the QWs number from 10 to 20 QW tends to increase the Voc from 1.15 to 1.26 V.
At higher temperatures, the short circuit current increases slightly, whereas the open circuit voltage
drops significantly. However, the solar cell efficiency is seriously degraded due to a large voltage drop
at high temperature. The Voc and the current density Jsc are the main parameters for determining the
efficiency. The dependence of the η on the QWs number and temperature is apparent in Figure 7 which
demonstrates that raising the temperature causes a degradation in the efficiency of the cell. In fact, for
the high fraction of indium 60%, by increasing the number of wells will probably reduce the negative
effect of the temperature which limits the electronic properties. Hence, the 2DEG gas density improves
and consequently, the performance of the cell improves too.
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4. Conclusions

In this work, a numerical model has been developed based on the 1D self-consistent
Schrödinger–Poisson equations coupled with the electrical parameters of InGaN-MQWSC.
The numerical treatment based on the finite difference method takes into consideration the effect
of spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization. The simulation results reveal the ultimate effect of
temperature, In-content, and the QW number. These factors may result in either improve or deteriorate
the overall device performance and its electronic proprieties. It has been proven that the increase of
the temperature for a range from 300 to 600 K caused a decrease in the parameters of the cell (the Voc
and the efficiency) due to the degradation of the electronic properties such as the energy of the Fermi
level, the band gap, the 2DEG density, and the offset conduction band. Furthermore, an InGaN/GaN
MQWSC of higher In-rate, and increased quantum well numbers improves the electronic proprieties
and efficiency of the solar cell for operations at a higher temperature. The results give the opportunity
to manufacture high efficiency nitride-based solar cells. In addition, this model could be coupled
to thermal and optical properties of InGaN/GaN solar cells at the nanoscale in 2D and 3D model
simulation in future work.

We intend in the future to investigate heat generation and nano heat transfer using a Dual Phase
Lag (DPL) model. The effect of the cooling of solar cells will also be investigated.
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